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Everything you really want...

In 1955, Jacques Biny opened Luminalite, his 
workshop for producing modern lighting.
Modern, before its time, the Designer- Manufacturer 
who was born in 1913 developed over 400 models 
during a 30-year career. Jacques Biny’s hallmark was 
rigour and he never stopped in his quest to improve 
how homes were lit. Functionality was primary, the 
lack of superfluity in the form reminiscent of the 
minimalist movement that was gaining currency in 
American art during the 1960’s, which may go to 
explain why his work is as popular with American 
collectors as it is with Europeans. Efficiency and 
simplicity, restraint, elegance and modesty are the 
common denominators in Jacques Biny’s work.
They are the same qualities that inspired us to 
reproduce Jacques Biny’s Box lights.

Biny Table lamp is like an extra terrestrial creature in 
the world of lighting. Some people liken it to a robot. 
Others to a cartoon character. Others again to some 
radically efficient minimalist object. Designed in 
1957 it remains resolutely modern. To make reading 
easier, Biny incorporated “ blinds “ that can be used to 
direct the light on to the reading surface. For a gentler 
but powerful light, this developed re-edition * uses 
2700K LED technology along with blinds that are 
controlled using a Flap Wheel.
* developed re-edition: re-editing an object from 
the past is not a question of just looking in the mirror 
to see how things were done in the past. In order 
for a technical object to stand the test of time, the 
contemporary manufacturer has to adapt the object 
to the latest technologies. Re-editing becomes a 
prolongation of the work of the original editor.

Biny Collection

With Biny Spot, Jacques Biny worked on how to 
concentrate a beam of light on a specific surface. 
The Biny Spot uses a unique rotating joint that can 
turn 330° around and 88° backwards and forwards. 
There are two finishes available for the base - black 
and nickel - and three for the covers - black, nickel 
and brass. Distributed either with or without its own 
switch, the Biny Spot is a developed re-edition and 
comes with either its own integrated LED or with a 
separate dimmable LED (not supplied).

Biny Box - When not used as part of a bed-head, the 
Box 1, 2, 3 wall lamps can be employed to provide 
ambient lighting as the main components of a room’s 
lighting. With their adjustable blinds throwing indirect 
light, the lamps combine a subtle play of light and 
shade with a warm and relaxing glow. Biny Boxes add 
to the intimacy and comfort of any room or corridor 
space.

The bed-head light very comfortable there is, specially 
designed to avoid eye fatigue. It includes:
• Integrated LED spotlight, allows one person to read 
without disturbing the other.
• Integrated and movable LED plate with adjustable 
flaps, provides a gentle ambient light for the whole 
room.
• Four-position switch allows for each light source to 
be controlled individually as well as together.
• USB port for charging smartphone or other devices 
Just one thing: it doesn’t make coffee.
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Dimensions
W270 x D102 x H96 

BINY Bedside

The bed-head light very comfortable there is, specially designed to 
avoid eye fatigue. It includes:

• Integrated LED spotlight, allows one person to read without 
disturbing the other.

• Integrated and movable LED plate with adjustable flaps, provides a 
gentle ambient light for the whole room.

• Four-position switch allows for each light source to be controlled 
individually as well as together.

• USB port for charging smartphone or other devices Just one thing: 
it doesn’t make coffee.
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Box 1
W168 x D102 x H97 

Box 2
W270 x D102 x H97 

Box 3
W168 x D102 x H97 

BINY Box

Biny Box - When not used as part of a bed-head, the Box 1, 2, 3 wall lamps can be employed to provide ambient lighting as the main components of a room’s lighting. With 
their adjustable blinds throwing indirect light, the lamps combine a subtle play of light and shade with a warm and relaxing glow. Biny Boxes add to the intimacy and comfort of 
any room or corridor space.
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71 rue de la Fontaine au Roi 
75011 Paris – France 
+33 (0)1 40 21 37 60 
sales@dcwe.fr

BINY BOX 1
BL-BL

BINY BOX 1
BL-WH

BINY BOX 1
WH-WH

FINISHES / FINITIONS

BINY BOX 1
TECHNICAL SHEET / FICHE TECHNIQUE 

BINY BOX 1

Wall lamp | Applique

Material : Steel 
Matériaux : Acier 

Net weight | Poids net : 1 kg

Packaging : 240 x 135 x 135 mm

CLI - MODULE LED 6W  
240 V 

IP20 F

BL : Mat black | Noir mat 
WH : Mat white | Blanc mat
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Dimensions
Base : Ø 9,6 cm | Depth : 13, 2 to 19,8 cm

Materials: steel, aluminium

Shade Covers: black, nickel and brass.

BINY Spot

With Biny Spot, Jacques Biny worked on how to concentrate a beam of light on a specifi c 
surface. The Biny Spot uses a unique rotating joint that can turn 330° around and 88° 
backwards and forwards. There are two fi nishes available for the base - black and nickel - 
and three for the covers - black, nickel and brass. Distributed either with or without its own 
switch, the Biny Spot is a developed re-edition and comes with or without stick switch.
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Dimensions
Width : 32,5 cm | Depth : 18,5 cm | Height : 32,5 cm

Materials
Steel, aluminium

Electricity
CLII - Module LED amovible 10W-2700K

BINY Table Light

Biny Table lamp is like an extra terrestrial creature in the world of lighting. Some people 
liken it to a robot. Others to a cartoon character. Others again to some radically effi cient 
minimalist object. Designed in 1957 it remains resolutely modern. To make reading easier, 
Biny incorporated “ blinds “ that can be used to direct the light on to the reading surface. For 
a gentler but powerful light, this developed re-edition * uses 2700K LED technology along 
with blinds that are controlled using a Flap Wheel.

* developed re-edition: re-editing an object from the past is not a question of just looking in 
the mirror to see how things were done in the past. In order for a technical object to stand the 
test of time, the contemporary manufacturer has to adapt the object to the latest technologies. 
Re-editing becomes a prolongation of the work of the original editor.




